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About the Film
The Winding Stream tells the tale of the musical Carter and Cash Family, the dynasty 
at the heart of country music. Starting with the Original Carter Family – A.P., Sara and 
Maybelle – this film traces the flow of their influence through generations of musicians, 
the transformation of that act into the Carter Sisters and Mother Maybelle, the marriage 
of Johnny Cash and June Carter, and the efforts of the present-day family to keep this 
musical legacy alive. It is an epic saga and one that’s never been told in its entirety on film.



Synopsis
There is a stream that courses through American roots music. Its source is in the 
Appalachian foothills in a place called Maces Springs, Virginia. It was there that A.P. 
Carter, his wife Sara and his sister-in-law Maybelle began their careers as three of 
the earliest stars of country music. From their earliest days as Victor recording artists 
to their international success via the phenomenon of Border Radio, the Original 
Carter Family made their mark on the history of American recorded music.

These three didn’t just play the music emerging from their hill country upbringing. 
They helped invent it.  A.P. was both song collector and composer, crafting and 
arranging snippets of ancient, musty melodies into commercial American popular 
music. Maybelle took the then-underplayed guitar and made it into the cornerstone of 
country instrumentation that we know today. And Sara became the first well-known 
woman’s voice in country music, stamping it with the eerie Gothic quality we find in 
so much of the country canon.



The stream these three created has turned into a rushing river and has moved 
through several generations of musicians, both inside their family and without. There 
would be no Folk Revival of the ’60s without the Carters, no country–rock bands 
of the ’70s, and no Americana devotees of our present era. The Carters crossed 
styles, crossed genres, crossed generations. And yet, the Carters suffered periods of 
obscurity, with AP and Sara divorcing and – despite trying to keep the act alive – all 
three going their separate ways. AP died never fully realizing the impact he had on 
American music. Sara moved to California vowing to live a quiet life with her new 
husband, AP’s cousin Coy. Maybelle, fiercely devoted to music, struggled to envision 
what the next step would be.

The Carter story might have ended there. But it didn’t. No one would have guessed 
that a young man, who, at first blush, seemed more renegade than reverent 
adherent, would be the one to lift up the Carter legacy. That man was Johnny Cash, 
and his love for the Carter music dated back to nights as a boy in Dyess, Arkansas 
listening to the Carter Family perform on the air (at that point featuring the next 
generation of Carters, including little June Carter), their melodies blasting across the 
Mexican border into his bedside radio. It was a wonderful twist of fate when Cash, as 
a Sun Records artist, first met Mother Maybelle and her girls, the Carter Sisters and 
vowed to June that “I’m gonna marry you someday.”



The Winding Stream – a 90–minute documentary shot in High Definition – is told 
through interviews with family and friends who knew the Carters best - most notably 
Johnny Cash in one of his last interviews - as well as fellow musicians, historians and 
authors. The Winding Stream features original Carter recordings but also showcases 
interpretations of their songs by celebrated roots music practitioners like Johnny and 
June Carter Cash, Rosanne Cash, John Prine, The Carolina Chocolate Drops, George 
Jones, Sheryl Crow, Kris Kristofferson with The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Grey DeLisle 
and Old 97’s founder, Murry Hammond.  

Also included are scenes featuring Carter family members, some of whom continue to 
live in Hiltons, Virginia, and still play on a weekly basis at the Carter Family Fold, a 
country music stronghold.

Finally, the film details the efforts of present-day family to keep this legacy alive. The 
goal of The Winding Stream is to honor this multi-generational family where it stands 
-- at the headwaters of American roots music.

The strength of this film lies in its epic proportions – a family saga that also describes 
in exciting, often emotional terms, the birth and growth of American country music.

Country music would not be what is without them.



About the Filmmaker
Beth Harrington is an award-winning independent producer, 
director and writer whose work most often focuses on 
American history, music and popular culture. Harrington’s 
film Welcome to the Club – The Women of Rockabilly, a music 
documentary about the pioneering women of rock & roll, was 
honored with a 2003 Grammy nomination and has been seen 
on public television and at film festivals in the U.S. and abroad. 
Harrington is also a musician, most noted for her years as a 
member of Jonathan Richman & The Modern Lovers.
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